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News
WIPA IS NOT GOING TO EVER ALLOW
THE PARTY TO SUPPORT STATEHOOD
By Benjamin Eble
WIPA is not going to ever allow the party to
support statehood.
And the USA is never going to support
Alberta as an independent.
Furthermore, the autonomists in WIPA do
not really want to leave Canada.
By bringing people together who DO NOT
AGREE, they have created a hugely flawed
foundation, the same way that the US
created a flawed foundation when they
made a compromise on slavery at the
founding of the country.
Less then a century later, the US was in a
Civil War, because they did not agree on the
outcome from the start.
Also, some of the leaders who say, "We will
separate first, and decide later" actually
have secretly admitted that they know that
Alberta will never be "independent". It would
cause the loss of a $100 billion dollar a year
economy with the US, the US would never
let Alberta acquire arms, plus Alberta is
landlocked.
You cannot build a country on a single,
flimsy, unenforceable UN convention.
Ottawa just laughs when they hear these
claims.
Also, the people who have perpetuated the
myth that Alberta can rely upon the UN
convention for landlocked states, fail to
mention that the convention is NOT
ENFORCEABLE. It only works when every
party agrees. Also, it only applies to
signatories. And it does not give rights to
pipelines or gas lines.
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Today, Bolivia is still landlocked, after not
patching things up with Chile after a war that
occurred in the 1800's. The international
court ruled that they are not obligated to
negotiate with each other. Alberta would be
landlocked as well, like Bolivia.
Beyond that the route that Texas took to join
the US in the middle of the 19th century,
while coming out of colonial Mexico, cannot
be followed by Alberta, in joining the US.
Texas cannot be used as a "model",
because the relationship between the USA
and Canada in the 21st century, and the
relationship between the USA and colonial
Mexico in the 19th century is totally different.
The USA already spent a hundred years
working to achieve maximum integration
with Canada, to help Canada hold together,
and to keep North America stable. The USA
had no such relationship with Mexico, in the
middle of the 19th century.
The separatists who shout that they do not
need the US, but then cry the moment that
Keystone is slashed, show how badly they
speak out of both sides of the mouth. If you
do not need the US, then why not call for an
end of trade, and send Biden a thank you
card for slashing Keystone, since you don't
need it, anyway? If you do need the US,
then what you really need are RIGHTS,
GUARANTEES, and PROTECTIONS.
Also, if people inside a party are hiding their
real intentions, then THEY ARE NOT BEING
HONEST. And it will lead to conflict and war
later, within the party. HONESTY IS THE
BEST POLICY.

New Alberta
LETTER AND OPEN LETTER SENT TO
ALBERTA PREMIER
By CJ Wallace
The Honourable Jason Kenney,
M.L.A., Premier of the Province of Alberta
Office of the Premier
307 Legislature Building
10800 - 97 Avenue
Edmonton, Alberta, T5K 2B6
Email: premier@gov.ab.ca
May 2021
Dear Jason,
This is an open letter.
I did vote for you, honestly believing that you
were the right fix for Albertans. Shortly after
the election, I became confused and
disappointed as to what you were doing.
Now, I am at the point of anger at your
unjustified betrayal of the people of Alberta.
First, Albertans thought you would be taking
on the federal government and the elitist,
autocratic regime of Trudeau with every
breath you took. The electorate expected
you to be loud and unwavering in your
demands of the Trudeau regime to withdraw
from the ludicrous legislation that assisted in
destroying our economy. Even if Trudeau
and his backroom puppet-handlers did not
budge, the intent should have been to keep
Alberta’s disapproval of the federal
legislation in the headlines everyday. That
did not happen.
Failing that and with Trudeau’s arrogant
dismissal of the Prairie provinces, a far too
often condition of the federalist politicians’
egos, the next electorate’s expectation was
your commitment to centralize those federal
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tasks under Alberta’s jurisdiction. Such
processes and agencies as tax collection,
setting up an Alberta Pension Plan, initiating
an Alberta Provincial Police Force, ceasing
or at the very least, loudly demanding
renegotiation of the equalization formula,
and ensuring Alberta guarded its
jurisdictional responsibilities from a zealous,
Ottawa regime prepared to eliminate the
Canadian constitution. This is the short list
of disappointments.
Then the so-called pandemic COVID 19
officially hits in 2020. At first, most Albertans
understood that our politicians’ actions were
by trial and error. Misinformation, deliberate
disinformation, mass media compliancy of
taking an opportunistic view of the so-called
crisis did not help the Albertan sitting
government trying to find a path through the
mess. Nonetheless, after a couple of months
your government insisted on staying the
wrong course. Further, instead of a premier
standing up to the microphone, we saw the
AHS, Chief Medical Officer, a bureaucrat
making the decisions. Bureaucrats do not
make policy decisions. You should have
learned from this bad example in Ottawa,
where this definition is abused continuously.
Going on a year and a half later, you are still
imposing lock downs and mandatory
restrictions on Albertans’ rights and
freedoms. Why you are imposing drastic
undemocratic restrictions remains unknown,
especially when the real science is starting
to be laid transparent fighting through big IT
banning and absolute desire to control mass
opinion.
So, the question remains, why are you
following this path? Perhaps you can assist
by pointing out the best response to this
question below:
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1. You believe in globalism and the rule
of the elite as defined by the Fourth
Reich personality, Schwab of WEF.
Your intent is a ‘reset’ to ‘build back
better’ to a socialist dictatorship and a
centralised planned economy as
espoused by Trudeau.

Albertans. You like that sense of
power with little or no responsibility to
the electorate. Afterall, if you can
control the Albertan electorate, you
may have a crack at being the
autocratic PM of the whole of
Canada.

2. You feel betrayed by the Albertan
electorate that are standing against
you and your government’s
incompetent and unrealistic demands
of its populace. Forgetting that your
government works for the people, you
want Albertans to be punished for
faulting your personality cult.

5. I do not believe you are stupid man,
but so many stupid, ludicrous actions
of your government make me
wonder. In addition to all your faults,
you quickly introduced Bill 10 after
your election. A bill that would
dramatically interfere with the Charter
of Rights and Freedoms. Hence, I
have to include this choice; You are
stupid.

3. Being a long-time federal politician,
you believe that a full functional
federalist position is the only way.
Provinces have little say, meaning the
people of the provinces have no
control over their economy, social
conditions or their lives. Everything is
to be based on the large electorate
wants of central Canada, including
the Toronto-Ottawa-Montreal triangle.
Provinces like Alberta exist only to
pay for what that electorate want.

6. Other.
Thank-you for your time.
Sincerely,
Major (Retired) CJ Wallace CD, BA, BAS,
plsc

4. You have decided that you want the
ultimate power and control of

Party’s Activities
WAKE UP ALBERTA!
By John McAllister, VP Media, wrote:
"Everyone has an opinion but so many
forget the suffering Albertans have endured
for over 50 years stop the speculation of and
your opinions until after we become a state!
Then your voice WILL be heard!
Your voice has been ignored for over 50
years! What makes you think it will change?

My reporting was the same in the 60’s 70’s
and 80’s. Not only has it not changed, it has
got 10 times worse!!!
Wake up Alberta, even with its substantial
contributions to Ottawa and the rest of
Canada, Alberta has become more invisible
to Ottawa! Wake up Alberta you’ve endured
the abuse for too long! You have nothing to
leave to your children!
So, if you really love them and want them to
enjoy all the benefits of becoming the 51st
state of the United States, give them the
promise of freedom and prosperity that ALL
Americans enjoy!!!"
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TERRIS KOLYBABA’S REGISTRATION
DRIVE
By Terris Kolybaba and Benjamin Eble
Terris Kolybaba already had his first conflict
with WIPA representatives at the Whistle
Stop Cafe!!!
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that they could not decipher what was even
meant by "independence". And no one
knows what you mean by "independence"! It
is never going to work! You have to join the
US! You guys are telling people a lie, by
saying that you are going to get a trade deal
with the US!"
(WIPA representatives left in anger!)

Terris: "I just had a meeting with (top
leader). He admits that he knows that

Go Terris! Keep fighting! They do not have a
single shred of proof that an independent
Alberta will ever have a trade deal with the
US. It is just empty doubletalk! It goes
against the US's stated policy and first
interest with regard to Canada.
But, switching sides from Canada to the US
would be a matter of human rights! And that
would guarantee permanent free trade!
PAULETTE’S CARAVAN
By Paulette Mcculloch and CJ Wallace

independence will never work. You need to
join the US!"
WIPA: "We don't want to have anything to
do with the US!"
Terris: "Well, how are you going to sustain
trade??"
WIPA: "We are going to have trade deals
with the US!"
Terris: "Wait a minute! You just claimed that
you do not want to have anything to do with
the US. Now, you claim that you are going to
have trade deals??? Which way is it?? YOU
MUST NEED THE US! YOU JUST
ADMITTED IT!!"
Terris: "Look at Quebec! What did the US
say during their referendum? The US would
not guarantee trade, and furthermore stated

WELL BIG DAY FOR FREEDOM. HE GOT
HIS LICENSE PLATE TODAY; LOUD &
PROUD! PAUETTE, RYE THE LIBERTY
DOG, & FREEDOM CAN'T WAIT TO GET
ROLLING, BUT STUFF TO DO YET. SO
PROUD OF TERRIS KOLYBABA BEING AT
THE WHISTLE STOP CAFE TODAY.
GETTING PEOPLE TO SIGN UP TO
ALBERTA STATEHOOD. GETTING THE
NUMBERS TODAY. WISH I WAS THERE.
REMEMBER ALL MEMBERS THAT SIGN
UP WILL BE IN THE DRAW FOR THE 5
STEELIE BOOKS I WROTE. — in Grande
Prairie, Alberta.
Support Paulette as she tour Alberta getting
signatures for the Party registration.

I (CJ) phoned Elections Alberta today to see
if we could extend the height of the rows on
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ABSP BOARD COMMUNICATIONS
ISSUES
By CJ Wallace
As the Chief-of-Staff (COS), these issues
are my fault, and solely my fault.
A number of lack of communication issues
became apparent over the past couple of
weeks. These included me being not clued
into some important information. Some of
this information was very important to
Albertans out canvassing for the party’s
registration. That’s not on!
Without micromanaging, the COS is
supposed to know everything. I did not!
the table. No, we cannot. The template
cannot be changed to allow more room for
people to write in their address. So, people
signing registration petition must print very
neatly, clearly and include the full info plus
all the other info in the table as it is. If
anything in the row cannot be read by the
Chief Elections Officer then that whole row
is not counted.

Measures are now in action to avoid similar
situations in the future.

Approximate dates and locations of Paulette
will be posted before she leaves. Check
back with our Events Calendar often
http://www.albertausa.org/events/ .

Join!

Register the Party!

Membership applications may be found at
https://albertausa.org. Go to the menu and select
Memberships.

WE NEED YOUR HELP to make us an official

Although membership is free, to become a member
of the provincial party, Alberta Statehood Party, you
must meet the following criteria:
* Be a Canadian citizen
* Be 18+ years of age
* Be a resident of Alberta

provincial party. Download the pdf Elector Signatory
Petition Form… Collect signatures and postal mail.
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Our Links
Alberta Statehood Party (ABSP)
Media Digital Connections
Current as at 13 Apr 2021, 0935 hrs MST
ABSP political website: http://albertausa.org
ABSP info website: http://albertausa.info
Our FAQ Database. FAQ search results in our database:
http://albertausa.info/Database/querymedia_type.asp?search_fd0=&search_fd1=FAQ
ABSP Database. This is a direct access to the online database:
http://albertausa.info/Database/all_records.asp
ABSP Twitter: https://twitter.com/Alberta2USA
ABSP YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCt8kKTI-cqycElO7yLcghSQ
ABSP MeWe page:
https://mewe.com/group/5e7a58f9de8a474f3bbfd96a
ABSP Gab page: https://gab.com/alberta2usa
ABSP Parler page: https://parler.com/profile/Alberta2USA/
ABSP Reddit Page: https://www.reddit.com/user/Alberta2USA/
ABSP NewTube Channel: https://newtube.app/user/Alberta2USA
ABSP official FB page: https://www.facebook.com/Alberta2USA
ABSP CloutHub group: https://g.clouthub.com/group/albertastatehood-party
ABSP official FB Public Group at:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/albertastatehoodparty/

